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American prosperity 

This efficiency he 
which stimulated hope and ambition 

with consequent 

however, to a serious curtall 
dual liberty. The organization of one party to the con 
ied to the organization of the other. and President Eliot 

foresaw grave disturbances and great harm until both parties resolved 
to give over the pursuit of monopoly and recognize that competition is 
indispensable to social progress 

Wm. H. Wakefield Mr. Gompers In his reply, referring to the charge that union men lost Andrew Wallper 
thelr Individaality, averred that the individuality and Individual liberty b iam Vatkine, kor of the worker were lost the moment he entered a modern industrial Calvin Wing, Marion 
plant where r Is so specialized and subdivided as to give him no John { ine, Sackson vill 
outlet for self expression We are told to make our appeal to the law ba ob Worth Mhogn 

esident labor leader met In mental 

week's dinner of the federation at New York 
ciated effort, President Eliot of Harvard sald that 
was based on the efficiency of American workmen 
attributed to individual freedom, 

The opposing interests of employers and employees, 

organizations for attack and defense, led, 
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President Eliot Versus Samuel Gompers | 

und there find means by which to improve our conditions.” sald Mr 
Gompers, and then referred to the recent decision of the supreme court 
declaring unconstitutional the ten hour law for bakers as an Hustra 
tion of the futility of such appeals and the necessity of organizing and 
striking to get better conditions for labor. 
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Dr. X<ENNEDY'S 

FAVORITE * 
REMEDY 

Pleasant to tnke, 
Powerful to Cure, 
And Welcome In 
every Home, 

KIDNEY and LIVER cure, 
Kennedy's Favorite Remedy 
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Evaporated Fruits 

Mince Meat 

Foreign Fruits 

SEcCHLER & Co.. 
Pure Food Fine Croceries., 
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Fire, Life and Accident In- 

surance. 

Bellefonte, Pa. 

Frederick K. Foster, 
Rucoessor t 

FIRE, LIFE ACCIDENT AND 
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NSURAN VCE, 
BONDS of every description. 
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Jno. F. Gray & Sen 
GRANT HOOVER 
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and Surety Bonds. 
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